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abstract We study the Modigliani and Miller Theorem under portfolio constraints. We show that there exist state-dependent trading limits under which financial policy is irrelevant. In addition, a no short-selling constraint on equity is innocuous in spite of being state-independent. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction In a major contribution, Modigliani and Miller (1958, 1963) showed that financial policy could be irrelevant. While a more rigorous analysis was done later by Stiglitz (1969, 1974), DeMarzo (1988) and Gottardi (1995) among others, the previous studies assume that there are no effective portfolio restrictions. With incomplete markets, the absence of portfolio restrictions, combined with the open endedness of the future, could easily lead to Ponzi schemes, implying that an equilibrium may not even exist. The present paper relaxes this condition and studies the validity of the main irrelevance theorem in the presence of effectively binding portfolio constraints in an infinite horizon setup with production, aggregate uncertainty, idiosyncratic risk and sequential asset trade. Our results can be summarized as follows. First, under the natural borrowing limit, there exist a continuum of equilibria where
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the firm has changed its financial policy and the households have modified their portfolio holdings to offset the firm’s actions, but the real allocations are unchanged. Second, we show that there exist other state dependent portfolio restrictions that still preserve the irrelevance of financial policy in spite of being occasionally binding. This is due to the fact that they leave the same set of households (un)constrained after the firm changes its policy. Interestingly, we find that the no short-selling constraint that is usually imposed on equity shares is innocuous in spite of being state-independent, whereas fixed portfolio restrictions on the other asset holdings always have real effects if the assets belong to the firm’s capital structure. 2. The model The economy is populated by a representative firm and a finite set of infinitely lived households indexed by i ∈ I. In each period t = 0, 1, . . . , the economy experiences one of finitely many events st ∈ S. Let st = (s0 , . . . , st ) ∈ E denote the history of events up to and including period t, where E is an event tree, and we denote by π (st ) the time 0 probability of node st . Throughout the paper, we   let {x} = x st st ∈E .
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2.1. Financial markets At each date-state, there exist spot markets for a finite number L of securities. Equity is indexed by l = 1, whereas the assets indexed by l ≥ 2 are other securities different from equity whose returns do not depend on the firm’s financial policy. Let q(st ) ∈ RL and d(st ) ∈ RL represent the vectors of security prices and dividends respectively. Holding al (st −1 ) units of security l ∈ L at the end of period t − 1 entitles the owner to a one t t −1 t period return  t of Rl (s )t al (s ) if date-state s is realized, where t Rl (s ) = dl (s ) + ql (s ) . In what follows, we assume that L ≤ S, potentially allowing for incomplete markets. The security price process {q} is arbitrage free at st if there does not exist a portfolio a(st ) ∈ RL with non-positive value q(st )′ a(st ) ≤ 0 and nonnegative payoffs R(st +1 )′ a(st ) ≥ 0 for all st +1 |st , with at least one strict inequality, where st +1 |st denotes the immediate successors of st . In equilibrium, the absence of arbitrage at st implies the existence of positive present value prices λ(st ) > 0 and λ(st +1 ) > 0 for each st +1 |st , that satisfy the following equation1 : q(st )′ =



 λ(st +1 ) R(st +1 )′ . λ(st ) t +1 t



(1)



|s



s



Given (q, d), we let {λ} be a process such that Eq. (1) is satisfied. Further, we denote by Qst (q, d) the set of such processes for the sub-tree with root st . Note that these present value processes can be used to evaluate future streams of consumption   goods. In particular, for a non-negative stream {x} with x st ∈ R+ , the present value of the subsequent stream at st with respect to some {λ} ∈ Qst (q, d) is given by:



  ∞   λ s t +r x(st +r ). vx (s , λ) = λ ( st ) r =1 st +r |st t



(2)



2.2. Households



where (4) is the standard budget constraint with sequential markets and (5) imposes a limit of κli (st ) on the amount of security l ∈ L that households can borrow to avoid Ponzi schemes.2 Using the no arbitrage present value prices, a particular trading  ′ restriction that we can impose on the total portfolio value q st



 



ai st is the present value constraint, which is effectively never binding at any finite date. In particular, it is the tightest borrowing limit such that the portfolio holdings satisfy the budget constraint with c i (st ) ∈ R+ for all st ∈ E. As shown by Santos and Woodford (1997), this constraint can be formally specified as follows:



 ′



q st



ai st ≥ κ i (st ),



 



where κ i (st ) = −



vwi (st , λ).



At each node st , the representative firm uses capital K (st −1 ) ∈ R+ and labor N (st ) ∈ (0, 1) to produce a single good y(st ) ∈ R+ with the aggregate technology: y(st ) = f (z (st ), K (st −1 ), N (st )),



 i  c



=



∞   t =0



st



∞      β t π (st )u c i (st ) = E0 β t u c i ( st ) ,



where z (s ) is the productivity shock that follows a stochastic process with Sz possible values. The production function f (z , ·, ·) : R2+ → R+ is assumed to be continuously differentiable, strictly increasing, strictly concave in K and homogeneous of degree one in K and N. Capital depreciates at the constant rate δ and we assume that limK →0 fK = ∞ and limK →∞ fK = 0. The firm owns the capital stock and it undertakes the intertemporal investment decision by solving a dynamic optimization problem. We adopt the value maximization approach proposed by DeMarzo (1988) and Duffie and Shaffer (1986), which requires firms to discount their cash flows according to some no arbitrage present value price. This objective can be specified as follows:



  ∞   λ s t +r Nf (st +r ) t) λ s ( r =0 st +r



for some {λ} ∈ Qst (q, d),



(8)



where the net cash flow Nf s (3)



t =0



where β ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor and E0 is the expectation conditional on information at date t = 0. The period utility function u (·) : R+ → R is assumed to be strictly increasing, strictly concave and continuously differentiable, with limc i →0 uc i = ∞, and limc i →∞ uc i = 0.   Household i ∈ I earns a labor income of w i st = w(st )ϵ i (st ), where w(st ) is the aggregate wage rate and ϵ i (st ) is the labor endowment following a stochastic process with Sϵ possible values. Note that this framework incorporates the standard incomplete market setup à la Aiyagari (1994), Huggett (1993) or Krusell and Smith (1998). Households choose consumption c i (st ) ∈ R+ and a portfolio ai (st ) ∈ RL subject to: c i (st ) + q(st )′ ai (st ) ≤ w i (st ) + R(st )′ ai (st −1 ) ail



(s ) ≥ κ (s ), t



i l



t



 t



Nf s



(5)



1 Note that the discount factor of the present value prices does not correspond to the marginal rate of substitution of any particular household but rather each period to the marginal rate of substitution of the households that are unconstrained that period.



is given by:



  = y(st ) − w(st )N (st ) + (1 − δ) K st −1 − K (st ).



(9)



The optimization problem leads to the following first order conditions:



w(st ) = fL (z (st ), K (st −1 ), N (st ))  t +1 1= λst [fK (z (st +1 ), K (st ), N (st +1 )) + 1 − δ].



(10) (11)



st +1 |st



Investment can be financed with  retained earnings or with the issue of new securities. If Al st ∈ R+ denotes the supply of security l ∈ L at the end of period t, the financing constraint of the firm is given by



 l∈L



(4)



(7)



t



 t



U



(6)



2.3. Firms



Max{K ,N }



Households have identical additively separable preferences   over sequences of consumption c i of the form:



inf



{λ}∈Qst (q,d)



dl (st )Al (st −1 ) = Nf (st ) +







ql (st ) Al (st ) − Al (st −1 ) .











(12)



l∈L



The previous equation implies that the total payout of the firm is equal to its net cash flow plus the net value of securities issued during period t. The financial plan of the firm at st is defined by a



2 It is important to note that all our results (with a slight modification of the main proposition) still go through if the limits are imposed on the value of the security holdings ql ail .
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vector ρ(st ) ∈ RL+1 , where the first element ρ0 is 1 if the firm uses external finance and 0 otherwise. Moreover, ρl (st ) ∈ [0, 1] and  t  t for l ≥ 1 is the fraction of the exl≥1 ρl (s ) = 1, where ρl s



 



dividend firm value V st accounted for by asset l ∈ L. Therefore, we have that ql (st )Al (st ) = ρl (st )V (st ), where: V (st ) =







ql (st )Al (st ).



(13)



l∈L
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total asset change. These portfolio changes are feasible under condition (i), since the present value constraint is never binding, as well as under condition (ii) which specifies the state dependent constraints under which financial policy is irrelevant in spite of the fact that they are binding. Essentially, these restrictions leave the subset of households that are constrained unaffected across different financial policies. Proof of Proposition 3.1. Consider an initial equilibrium







(c i ,



ai )i∈I , q, w, K with financial plan {ρ} and assume that the firm changes  its financial  policy without altering {K }. We first show that (a) if V , (ql , dl )l≥2 is unchanged after a change in financial policy, the set of budget feasible consumption allocations remains the same. We then show that (b) the portfolio restrictions satisfying condition (i) or (ii) of the proposition allow for the portfolio changes in (18), while they leave the same set of households (un)constrained. t (a)Consider any s and any household i ∈ I with initial wealth ωi st = R(st )′ ai (st −1 ). Further, let C i (st ) = c i (st ) − wi (st ) i and ω+ (st ) = q(st )′ ai (st ) be the individual consumption net of wage payments and the end of period asset wealth respectively. The budget constraint of the household can be written as C i (st ) + i ω+ (st ) = ωi (st ) where:







2.4. General equilibrium Definition 2.1. The vector of processes (c i , ai )i∈I , q, w, K is a value maximizing competitive equilibrium given a financial policy  {ρ} if (i) for each i ∈ I and for each st ∈ E, c i , ai is optimal given {q, w} and {κ}, (ii) {w, K } is optimal for the firm (for some {λ} ∈ Qst (q, d)), (iii) all markets clear, i.e.,3











ail (st ) = Al (st )



for all st ∈ E and all l ∈ L







(14)



i∈I







c i (st ) = y st + (1 − δ) K st −1 − K st



 











 



i∈I



for all st ∈ E .



(15)



3. The irrelevance of financial policy



i ω+ (st ) = α i ( st )V (st )    + ql (st ) ail (st ) − α i (st )Al st



(19)



l ≥2



In this section, we characterize state dependent portfolio restrictions under which financial policy is still irrelevant in spite of the fact that they are binding. Following Stiglitz (1974), the effects of a change in financial policy are analyzed given an initial equilibrium and a fixed investment plan for the firm. The proposition is as follows: Proposition 3.1. Assume that there exists a competitive equilibrium  i i  (c , a )i∈I , q, w, K with financial policy {ρ}. Hold the initial values, the shocks and the investment {K } fixed and assume that households are subject to the following portfolio restrictions. Either (i) q(st )′ ai (st ) ≥ κ i (st ), where κ i (st ) = − inf{λ}∈Qst (q,d)



  vwi (st , λ) or (ii) ail st ≥ κli (st ), where:   κ1i (st ) = καi (st )A1 st , (16)  t  t i t i t i κl (s ) = κβl (s ) + α s Al s , (17)     while καi st and κβi l st are arbitrary restrictions that do not depend



on financial policy. Then, there exists another equilibrium where the firm has changed its financial policy, but the firm value and the real allocations are unchanged. Further, households have modified their asset holdings to offset the firms’ actions as follows. For all st ∈ E, i ∈ I and l ∈ L:



ωi (st ) = [Nf (st ) + V (st )]α i (st −1 )    + Rl (st ) ail (st −1 ) − α i (st −1 )Al st −1 .



(20)



l ≥2



 Since  the firm does not modify {K }, the  individual labor income wi i∈I and the net cash flow Nf remain unchanged, and {w, K } still satisfies the firm’s optimality conditions. Second, if the vector V , (ql , dl )l≥2 remains unchanged, the change in asset holdings defined by (18) is feasible. To see why, let the caret bearing variables denote the      new allocations. Since (18) implies that 1ail st = α i st 1Al st for all l ∈ L and all st ∈ E, we have that:



         ai1 st + α i st 1A1 st ai1 st =  α s =   A1 (st ) A1 (st)   i t   α s (A1 st + 1A1 st ) = = α i st . t  A1 (s )  i  t  t   t   i  t      i  Thus, al s −  α s  Al s = al s − α i st Al st i



 t



for l ≥ 2.



i i Clearly, this implies that  ω+ (st ) = ω+ (st ), whereas the alloi t i t cation  c (s ) = c (s ) is budget feasible at st . In addition, the next period wealth will be given by:



      1ail st = α i st 1Al st (18)       i where α i st = a1 st /A1 st represents the equity proportion held by household i ∈ I.



 ωi (st +1 ) = [Nf (st +1 ) + V (st +1 )] α i (st )  + Rl (st +1 )[ ail (st ) −  α i (st ) Al (st )] = ωi (st +1 ).



The proposition asserts the following. If there exists an equilibrium and the firm modifies the financial plan, households can achieve the same consumption if they modify their asset holdings by their equity proportions times the value of the



Thus, households can modify the asset holdings at st +1 |st aci cording to (18) and leave ω+ (st +1 ) unchanged, in which case i t +1 i t +1  c (s ) = c (s ) is feasible and, therefore, consumption opportunity set is unchanged. Since the original consumption allocation is an equilibrium, the same consumption allocation is optimal, and so are the portfolio Further,  changes.    clearing   is still satis  market fied, since i∈I α i st = 1 and i∈I  ail st =  Al st for l ∈ L. Given that all markets clear and that the same allocations are optimal, we have found a new equilibrium with a different finan-



3 It is important to note that we take the financial plan {ρ} as given since the determination of the optimal capital structure is an issue which is outside the scope of the present paper.



l ≥2
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cial plan { ρ }. Note that the same vector V , (ql , dl )l≥2 is consistent with the household allocations. First, {dl } remains the same for l ≥ 2 since it is independent on the firm’s financial policy. Second, {ql } for l ≥ 2 is a function of {dl } and the pricing kernel, which depends on the individual consumptions and also remains unchanged.    t Finally, itt is easy   to show that {V } = {K } and thus  q1 st  A1 s = q1 s A1 st for all st . (b) We now prove the statement in (b). First, since the present value constraint is effectively never binding, the statement is trivially satisfied under condition (i). Second, consider   the portfolio restrictions that satisfy condition (ii). Let ai1 st >











      κ1i st = καi st A1 st in the original equilibrium. This im        plies that α i st > καi st and therefore  α i st = α i st >       καi st . Using the definition of  α i st , it follows that  ai1 st >    t       καi st  κ1i st . Similarly, if ai1 st = κ1i st , we have that A1 s =           α i st = καi st and therefore  ai1 st =  κ1i st . This implies that



the portfolio constraint on equity holdings leaves the same households (un)constrained.    A similar  argument    is valid   for the other assets. Let ail st ≥ κli st = κβi l st +α i st Al st . After the change in financial policy, we have:



          ail st = ail st + α i st 1Al st         ≥ κβi l st + α i st Al st + 1Al st      t   = κβi l st + α i st  Al s =  κli st for all l ∈ L which implies that the same households will be (un)constrained in asset l ≥ 2.  Note that the fact that καi is arbitrary allows us to set καi st = 0 for all st , which implies that the no short-selling constraint that is usually imposed on equity is innocuous in spite of being fixed.



 



 











However, an arbitrary constraint of κβi l on other assets will only preserve irrelevance if ∆ρl st = 0 or 1Al st = 0.4



 



 



4. Conclusion We show that there exist state-dependent constraints such that the irrelevance of financial policy is not violated even though they are occasionally binding. We also show that the no short-selling constraint usually imposed on equity is innocuous in spite of being state-independent, whereas fixed constraints on other assets have real effects if they are a part of the firm’s capital structure. References Aiyagari, S.R., 1994. Uninsured idiosyncratic risk and aggregate saving. Quart. J. Econ. 109 (3). Algan, Y., Allais, O., Carceles-Poveda, E., 2009. Macroeconomic implications of financial policy. Rev. Econ. Dynam. 12, 678–696. DeMarzo, P.M., 1988. An extension of the modigliani-miller theorem to stochastic economies with incomplete markets and interdependent securities. J. Econom. Theory 45, 353–369. Duffie, D., Shaffer, W., 1986. Equilibrium and the role of the firm in incomplete markets, unpublished manuscript. Gottardi, P., 1995. An analysis of the conditions for the validity of Modigliani–Miller theorem with incomplete markets. Econom. Theory 5, 191–207. Huggett, M., 1993. The Risk free rate in heterogeneous incomplete-insurance economies. J. Econom. Dynam. Control 17, 953–969. Krusell, P., Smith, A., 1998. Income and wealth heterogeneity and the macroeconomy. J. Polit. Econ. 106 (5), 867–896. Modigliani, F., Miller, M.H., 1958. The cost of capital, corporation finance and the theory of investment. Amer. Econ. Rev. 48, 261–297. Modigliani, F., Miller, M.H., 1963. Corporate taxes and the cost of capital: A correction. Amer. Econ. Rev. 53, 433–443. Santos, M., Woodford, M., 1997. Rational asset pricing bubbles. Econometrica 65, 19–57. Stiglitz, J., 1969. A re-examination of the Modigliani Miller theorem. Rev. Econ. Stat. 59. Stiglitz, J., 1974. On the irrelevance of corporate financial policy. Amer. Econ. Rev. 64, 851–866.



4 For the quantitative effects of financial policy in the presence binding portfolio restrictions see Algan et al. (2009).
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